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NEWSLETTER 

Issue 95 - October 2021 

Notes from the Chair: 
With the current Covid restrictions life seems to have been put on 

hold. This has affected our plans for our Olive Awards and Field Day. 

We have had to delay our Olive Awards as our judges all live in 

Auckland. We are still hopeful of having the Olive Awards and have 

shipped the oil entries to our Treasurer - Murray Thoms who in is in 

the Auckland region. Once Auckland is at level 2, the Auckland based 

judges should be able to carry out the judging at Murray’s place, so 

fingers crossed. A big thank you to Murray and Alwin for being 

prepared to host the judging. We will also keep you informed as to 

when we have a revised date for the Field Day to be held at Kath & 

Greg Scopas’ Olive Press near Wellsford. 

By now pruning should be complete and trees in full flower. From 

what little I have been able to see around the Mangawhai area, there 

seems to have been a good flower bloom. Hopefully this turns into a 

better fruit-set and yield than last year. We live in hope. 

The COVID restrictions over the past 3 months prohibiting non-

essential travel to/from Auckland or beyond and the fact that Farmers 

Markets are closed at level 3 has made it difficult for many members 

to sell their olive oil through normal channels. In this issue we focus 

on some ideas and suggestions to assist newer members with the 

sales and marketing of your EVOO including our very own Oliveti 

Shopping Cart which is a free service to all members.  

A reminder that you are welcome to share comments, videos and 

innovative ideas on olive related matters via our private “WhatsApp 

Group”. If you are not on our WhatsApp Chat Channel but want to 

join, please contact me and I can sort it for you. WhatsApp is available 

on Apple & Android phones. 

We are also planning to send out an OLIVETI INFORMER once a month 

with relevant information, tips & tricks related to all things “Olives”. 

All contribution’s welcome.  

My congratulations to those members of Oliveti who recently won 

medals at the Olives New Zealand – 21st Annual Olive Awards:  

Ross Vintiner and Andrea Stewart who won four Gold including Best 

in Class in the Boutique Intense category for their Single Varietal “Dali 

Koroneiki”; Murray and Alwin Thoms - Gold and Silver; Chris & Linda 

Smith - Gold, Silver and Bronze; Derek & Sally Holland - Silver. (I hope 

I have not missed anyone out). 

Well, that’s all from me. Stay safe. 

Regards - John Pearson (Chairperson) 

info@oliveti.co.nz   Mob:021 902330 
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Olive Flowering, Pollination, and Fruit Set Factors 

AKA Sex in the Orchard, Sibling Rivalry, The Wrath of Mother Nature, and 

Alien Invasions …. From: The Olive Oil Source 

Our subtitle may sound like the newest novel from Tom Clancy or Stephen King, 

and if you were an olive, you might just feel that way. A while back, a subscriber 

asked why an older ornamental tree that had produced olives for years might 

suddenly stop producing for five years. The fact is, we still do not understand all of 

the physiological and genetic science of our beloved olive, but we can share some 

background to help you understand what happens in the olive orchard at this 

exciting time of year and speculate on the fate of the aforementioned tree. 

  

Our wily but beloved olive trees can produce olives for hundreds of years. Yet olive 

trees typically alternate between bearing small crops and normal crops every 

other year. For no apparent reason, they can also go for 2 - 3 years without 

bearing fruit. 

While there is still more to learn about the olive tree’s reproductive process, our 

answer begins with understanding that this year’s fruit development began last 

summer. This fact also helps us understand why care must be taken when 

we prune our orchards. 

FLOWERING 

Olive trees produce fruiting shoots called inflorescences, which originate at the 

axil of a leaf. Each inflorescence will typically contain 10 to 30 flowers depending 

on the cultivar. The number of flowers that then mature into olives is dependent 

on several factors. 
 

 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
https://www.oliveoilsource.com/olive-tree-pruning
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STRESS –IT’S NOT GOOD FOR OLIVES EITHER 

VARIOUS STRESS FACTORS CAN INHIBIT FLOWER (AND FRUIT SET AND FRUIT) 

DEVELOPMENT: 

• Nitrogen - not enough or too much 

• Pruning – too much or too little 

• Water – when scarce, the tree favours leaves over fruit 

• Pest infestations 

TEMPERATURE – NOT TOO HOT, NOT TOO COLD, AND NOT TOO CONSTANT 

• Olive trees require winter cold to achieve normal blooming and fruiting 

• The optimal degree of cold winters is dependent upon the origin of the olive 

cultivar (e.g., Eastern Mediterranean vs. Southern Europe) 

• Ideal flowering in California occurs when temperatures fluctuate daily 

between 1° – 5° C minimum and 15° to 18° C maximum 

• Strong winds, hot temperatures, and freezing temperatures can negatively 

impact fruit set 

• Particularly cold springs will negatively impact harvest by delaying blooming 

and increasing flower abnormalities 

• Localized winter temperature rises due to development around the tree such 

as buildings and asphalt can act as a wintertime heat sink, thereby 

inhibiting fruiting 

BLOOMING 

Before flowers bloom, they go through a 

differentiation period. No, this is not some modern 

politically correct exercise, but it does have to do 

with the sexuality of the blooms. This generally 

takes place March through May (Northern 

Hemisphere) and results in one of two results 

(although there is some new research indicating 

that there may be a third possible result). 

• PERFECT FLOWERS: Flowers which have both 

stamen (the male part) and pistil (the female 

part) 

• STAMINATE FLOWERS: Flowers which have 

only stamens and lack a pistil (which apparently has been aborted) 

Why are there staminate 
flowers and not just perfect 

(hermaphroditic) flowers? 
There are a number of 

theories and reasons, but 
here are two main points:  

1) It takes a great deal of 

energy to develop the pistil 
(or ovule - think of this like 

the human ovum). The tree 
has to moderate the number 

of pistils it is able to develop 
with the nutrients available.  

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
https://www.oliveoilsource.com/page/olive-flowering-pollination-and-fruit-set-factors
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2) In order to pollinate the pistil, the tree is dependent on a high volume of 

stamens – stamens don’t have the same nutrient requirements as the pistils, so 
the tree exercises her “nutrient economizing” by terminating pistils (ovules) as 
needed.  

Orchard stress, in particular water stress, can negatively impact this portion of 
development. In competitions between flowers and leaves, the leaves win, and the 

first floral part to fail is the pistil. A moist soil profile during this period can help 
prevent this kind of stress. 

Pistil abortion occurs naturally and is not perfectly understood. As alluded to 

above, it may be a result of a lack of nutrition in the tree. Pistil formation must 
compete with vegetative growth for nutrients at a time when both are working 

their hardest. In addition, following a big harvest year, the tree’s nutritional 

resources have been depleted. Yet, if only 1% - 2% of the flowers are able to set 
fruit, the grower will still enjoy a satisfactory crop. If a tree is blooming, but no 

olives develop, this could be because of a mechanical disruption to fruit set. Wind, 
rain, and/or hail can knock off the blooms just at this critical time of the year. 

POLLINATION 

According to the Olive Production Manual (University of California, Agriculture and 

Natural Resources), “...some 500,000 flowers are present in a mature tree...” at 
time of full bloom. Within two weeks of full bloom, most of the flowers will have 

failed, with only 1 – 2% then maturing into full-grown fruit. 

SELF-POLLINATION 

Because of their geometry, olive flowers self-pollinate. The anthers (located 
at the top of the filaments attached to the stamen) drop pollen on the 

stigma of the pistil. The pollen grains germinate, and olive growth is 
underway. Though not necessary for pollination, wind and bees may aid in 

pollination by disturbing the flower causing pollen to fall from the anther to 

the stigma. 

CROSS-POLLINATION 

Cross-pollination occurs when wind or a bee transfers pollen from one flower 
to the stigma of another flower. As bees are not particularly fond of olive 

flowers, they do not typically play a large role in the olive orchard. For a 
number of commercial California cultivars, cross-pollination is necessary to 

produce viable annual commercial crops. Care must taken in determining 

which pollenating cultivars to mix with others in the orchard. 
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WHAT ABOUT THE OLDER ORNAMENTAL TREE THAT’S NOT PRODUCING? 

Older olive trees have no need for Viagra, but many olive varieties cannot self-
pollinate. For these trees, olive pollen is primarily carried by wind. Bees may play 

a minor role in pollination. If a solitary tree in an urban area stops producing, it 
might be because someone removed the nearby tree that was pollinating this tree. 

Even if the flowers are pollinated, fruit may fail to form if sprayed with an 

abscission agent. These are sprays that keep fruit from setting so that olives do 
not develop. Farmers who sell to the canning industry apply such sprays so that 

fewer but bigger (and more profitable) olives will grow. Olives can be a messy 
fruit, leaving blackish stains on parking lots and carpets. Ornamental trees in 

parking lots or apartment complexes are sometimes sprayed so that no olives will 
develop. 

Or...it may be that a perfect storm of the above noted factors have conspired to 
doom this tree’s reproduction process five years running. 

SOURCES 
Breton, Catherine, André Berville. "From the Olive Flower to the Drupe: Flower Types, Pollination, Self 
and Inter-Compatibility and Fruit Set." Intechopen.com. Intech. 10 April 2013. Chapter 12. Web. 25 May 
2017. 
Hartmann, H. T., "Olive Flower-Bud Formation, Nutrients Essential to Tree During March and April When 
Flower-Buds Are Forming Tests Show." UCANR.EDU, California Agriculture. November 1950. 4-5, 16. 
Web. 25 May 2017. 
G. Steven Sibbett and Louise Ferguson: Olive Production Manual, University of California, Agriculture and 
Natural Resources, Publication 3353, 2005. Print. 
"Third Gender Identified in a Close Relative of the Olive Tree." PHYS.ORG. Science X Network, 30 March 
2010. Web. 25 May 2017. 

  

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
https://www.intechopen.com/books/the-mediterranean-genetic-code-grapevine-and-olive/from-the-olive-flower-to-the-drupe-flower-types-pollination-self-and-inter-compatibility-and-fruit-s
https://www.intechopen.com/books/the-mediterranean-genetic-code-grapevine-and-olive/from-the-olive-flower-to-the-drupe-flower-types-pollination-self-and-inter-compatibility-and-fruit-s
http://calag.ucanr.edu/archive/?type=pdf&article=ca.v004n11p4
http://calag.ucanr.edu/archive/?type=pdf&article=ca.v004n11p4
https://phys.org/news/2010-03-gender-relative-olive-tree.html
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I AM SURE YOU HAVE ALL HEARD THE PHRASE  

“It’s all about the marketing!” 

Well, producing the oil is the easiest part of your path down the road. As an old 

Horticulturist told me when we first started out back in 1987 “Bish, anyone can grow 

it – the challenging part is selling it – AT A PROFIT”. 

Over the years I have tried plans to do just that. The first thing you must decide is 

are you doing this as a hobby or are you serious about making money from your 

Grove.  

If it is the former then only some of what I write will apply – but never the less you 

will still need your product to reflect what you stand for in terms of quality, quantity 

and place in the market.. 

For the bigger grove you have some fundamental decisions to make. 

• Am I going to start off at a local Farmers Market to get known in my area and to 

get as many e-mail addresses as possible for future marketing by direct selling? 

• Do I need to have a web page and/or a social media presence? 

• Am I going to sell to retailers in 250ml and maybe 500ml bottles – (my strongest 

advice is DON’T)? 

• As my harvest grows am I going to try and cater for the different markets – i.e. 

direct to the private local and say Auckland customers PLUS build up the 

commercial customers in bigger quantities of 1litre > 20litre containers – i.e. 

restaurants or other similar outlets as well as maintaining your place at the 

Farmers Market? 

• Am I going for bulk buyers at a lower price but little or no costs for packaging, 

labelling, bottles etc? i.e. I am going to grow the olives, take them to a licensed 

press house and preferably have the oil packed into the size container your bulk 

customer/s want. Generally, they will supply their own containers 20 – 50 litres? 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
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• Or finally do you just want to grow and harvest the olives and pass them over to 

the press house and let them press and store the EVOO and pay you for the fruit 

at an agreed rate? 

Having worked out your plan, review it every year as your crop, hopefully, grows in 

weight. 

 

MARKETING 

The following are the results of my research and what has been successful in the 

past with selling some really good quantities of EVOO. 

 Once we had proven our oils were really good (i.e. we worked hard to get as 

many awards as we could so we knew we were on the right track). 

We then developed the Agrumato Lemon oil which has reached 40% of my 

sales at 12% better price. The fused Lemon /Olive Oil was very slow to start but after 

2 seasons promoting it at the Market on year 3 harvest we were off like a rocket. 

Decide if you want to sell bigger bottles 750 - 1000ml because these actually 

have a lesser cost PER LITRE OF EVOO because you only have 1 bottle, 1 cap, 1 set of 

labels & 1 set of any extra details affixed to your label etc. Compare this to say the 

“safe” 250ml bottle which PER LITRE you have to fill 4 bottles, 4 caps, 4 sets of labels 

& 4 sets of extra details. 

For the Farmers Market and my direct to the customer sales my biggest seller 

in the early days was the 500ml but after I introduced the 1 litre bottle that rapidly 

became the no.1 seller with the 500ml dropping back. For me it was a no brainer.  

I have continued to sell the 1 litre until this year when I ran out (and cannot 

replace a pallet load in the foreseeable future) so I have then reluctantly gone  to a 

cheaper 750ml square marasca bottle OR better still a normal 750 wine bottle which 

you can pop a cap and pourer combo onto. Wine bottles are generally cheaper than 

the “normal” round Dorica EVOO bottles. 

I am however continuing to supply the Lemon Oil in the 750ml ONLY as this is my 

“premium” product and I get a better profit from this oil.  

In the early growth stages the best way of gaining customers is to ask your market 

customers AND anybody who wants to talk to you about olives if they want to join 

your mailing list? 

Promise to not send out more than 6 times a year. 2 of those will be advising approx 

3 weeks before harvest what the crop looks like and when you will be picking and 

pressing. Approx 4 weeks after the oil has settled and you have decanted the oil and 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
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have some bottles then you go out and sell the sizzle – tell them that you have a 

more peppery oil (i.e. the 1st harvest (similar to the Tuscan oils) and a slightly more 

mild NZ oil – perhaps Grove Mix).  

In marketing terms “sell the sizzle and then ask for the order”. 

• Before you can ask for the order it is absolutely essential that you collect as many 

name & e-mail addresses as possible.  

• You don’t need their physical address at this stage as they will send you that 

when they order your new seasons oil – it truly is that simple. 

• You absolutely need to concentrate on that aspect early in your journey. 

Once you have increased your crop size, phase 2 would be to start calling on your 

potential bulk customers. 

A Beginners Guide to Labelling and Presentation 

Many growers become, quite frankly, somewhat anal about designing their labels and 

often pay a fortune to a digital designer who probably has never bought EVOO from 

any other than an imported bottle at the supermarket.  

The worst labels are those that look pretty but you cannot differentiate that label from 

others. This is critical if you do decide to sell to retail stores. Unless the rest of the 

imagery is bold & clear EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL words – at the end of the day that is 

what we are selling - we are not selling pretty labels – we are trying to sell EVOO. The 

best advice is to keep it simple stupid or the KISS principle in marketing. 

Finally, having decided what market/s you are targeting then do the following: 

• For a more upmarket look only use round bottles – Dorica is the industry 

standard. Looks premium. 

• For a more bulk oil look then use the square Marasca bottles. Looks more 

budget price even if it is only say 2.5% less. 

Personally, I don’t like the bigger 750 & 1000ml square Marasca bottles because they 

are difficult to hold particularly for women who may do most of the cooking and 

generally have smaller hands than men. That is why I have always liked the wine 

bottle shape – a longer neck means that you can pour the oil much easier and way 

more comfortably). Often referred to as the Bordelaise bottle. 

With the bulk oil sales most growers stick to the cans BUT you must remember if 

you sell a 5, 10, 15 or 20 litre can then unless your restaurant is really going to chew 

through the EVOO there is a possibility of the oils going rancid, because cans allow 

more air into the can over a longer time. Should that happen then I can almost 

guarantee that you will lose the customer as they will never admit that they have over 

promised how much they will buy from you (in order to gain a lower price) and “it is 

your fault the oil is rancid”.  

I strongly believe that the best option is the Bag in the Box set up in a strong carton 

– the secret with these is that every time you open the tap almost nil air gets into the 

oil = no rancidity. You can buy these in NZ from the Grove Supply Company or 

direct from an Australian supplier – just check online. 

So that is your first 4 – 5 years all planned – now get out and grow the olives and 

enjoy working with an amazing plant that has now been around for approx. 2700 

years! 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
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Naturally, this is just my experience and I readily admit that a 

lot of sales are sold via Social media BUT I suggest that most of 

our customers are still over 50 and they really prefer the e-mail 

rather than buying online. I am sure that will change in the 

future but that seems to work for most growers that I know.  If 

I was to rely just on my web page and my facebook page 

I would have quit long ago. 

Below are 5 labels I have used for different areas of the market 

– they have worked well for us in different areas with different 

customers. The white virgin press label was used in my early 

days selling to retail outlets. We only produce approx 200 of 

those each year and only reluctantly in the 250ml bottles – I 

think we only make $1.23 per bottle 

John Bishop 

021 407 076 

Sales Tip from Les Woodhams 

When I have had excess oil and needed to move it quickly, I have worked with 

local schools, sports and service clubs and they promote my oil and use it as a 

fund raiser. It’s all pretty simple and I have sold a lot of oil this way: 

• I give them a recommended selling price/bottle and how much they make. 

• I advise them the maximum number of bottles I am willing to supply 

• They go out and promote my Oil.  

Yes, you are discounting your oil but there are several positive spin offs: 

• You gain “New” customers! 

• You are quitting surplus stock at a nominal margin! 

• You are helping the community! 
 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
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Harvesting, Pressing and Bottling. 

Rather than give you all the MPI rules and regulations first we suggest that you 

need to decide if you are going to be more of a (a) "friends and family" type 

operation rather than a (b) serious "commercially driven grower". 

If you decide on the former, then life will be much easier for you. 

a) Essentially you do not have to worry about having everything complying with 
the health rules etc - rather it is up to you to ensure that you maintain a good 

recording of what fruit weight you picked each year, where you had it pressed and 
where any bottling (if any) was done. And if you do actually sell some then you 

will need a label with the qty of oil - either front or back label, the nutrition list on 
the back label and your contact name and contact details which only needs to be 

your grove or company name, email address and web page if you have one. 

b) If however you are going to produce EVOO for sale either direct to the 

consumer, farmers Market/s or to various retail stores then you will need to 
register with your local Council via MPI regulations. Obtaining the information is 

relatively simple - just dial up - MPI Food regulations NZ and that will give you a 
simple and easy path to securing your licence. This site will enable you to print out 

lots of info and forms that you will need. 

I believe it is imperative that you keep all details as simple as possible - i.e. You 

only pick and press your own olives from your grove, you have the olives pressed 
by a licenced press house, you only have your oil bottled by a licenced press 

house or commercial licensed bottling facility, or each year you ensure that you 

have some oil bottled by a licenced press-house/bottling plant.  

If however you decide to purchase a press and do the bottling etc., on your grove 

then you will need some time and patience making sure the press house complies 
with the Govt. regulations as well as getting all aspects certified by the Local 

Council etc. 

It might sound a bit daunting, but it is well worth it if you have more than say 200 

olive trees which could produce 10 - 30kgs each. It depends on age and Cultivar = 
10kgs/tree = 2000kgs = possibly 240/300 litres or 30kgs/tree = 6000 kgs = 

600/900 litres of superb EVOO. These results are achievable with good grove 

management practices etc. 

Each council will want to inspect your premises however in your instance as you 

are: 

a) not selling to anybody, you will not need to do anything for a licence etc 

b) and as you are not pressing or bottling yourself then your requirements are 

much less of a hassle. The main requirement is to have a dedicated building or 
room in a building separate from say the garage shed. You should not need access 

to water as you are only storing the bottled oils ready to be invoiced and 

dispatched. 

I wish you all the best as you start down the journey of producing your own EVOO 

- it becomes quite all-consuming knowing that you are continuing producing 
something that has nurtured such a beneficial product for mankind for close on 

2700 years.  

John Bishop 

 

Editor’s Note:  Thank you to our many contributors to this Newsletter 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
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A Guide to Food Safety 

Labelling Criteria 

Most of us have a front label and a 

back label on our Olive Oil bottles. The 

front is usually the one with all the 
pretty stuff that makes your oil stand 

out from the others. The back has the 

nitty gritty - the legal requirements. 

Your oil must show (either on the 

front or back)  

• Your trading name. 
• Your company name (if different) 

• Your physical address (may be a 
solicitor or accountants P.O. Box if 

you prefer – as long as it is a contact 
point for any recall). 

• How many millilitres in the bottle 
• Servings per bottle and serving size 

• Full nutritional analysis showing 
average per serving and average per 

100ml 
• Ingredient list 

• Best before date 
• Processing date 

• Batch number 

• Use and storage 

Councils may differ in their 

interpretation of the regulations and 
may even change their interpretation in 

time – these are the current 
requirements I am working to. 

- Pauline Young 

The MPI 'A Guide to Food Labelling' provides more detail:  

https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/45145-A-guide-to-retail-food-labelling 
 

 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/45145-A-guide-to-retail-food-labelling
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REMINDER - OLIVETI WEBSITE SHOPPING CART  
Available FREE to all paid up Members! 

At no cost to you, Members are now able to list their certified Extra Virgin Olive Oil 

on the www.oliveti.co.nz website Shopping Cart facility. Some members have 

already availed themselves of this free facility and are benefitting from brand 

exposure and generating sales. 

KEY BENEFITS: 

1. Provides a new and effective sales channel for your Olive Oil 

2. Available to all Financial Members of Oliveti  

3. Online payment via PayPal – commission and fees less than 10%  

4. No set-up costs – you just provide Images, Copy and Pricing. 

5. Oliveti administer and manage the eCommerce portal 

Don’t have a website – now you can simply list the www.oliveti.co.nz URL on 

your business card and marketing collateral and because our website is indexed, 

customers searching for your brand on Google will land on your Oliveti Shopping 

Cart page. Of course, there is of course nothing to stop those members who 

already have their own webstore or Facebook page also participating in the Oliveti 

On-Line store. It is FREE! 

Information required by Oliveti for you to participate 

We will send you a full description of how this Shopping Cart works plus a 

template to complete which includes: 

• Product Brand Name  

• Product description  

• Product size(s) in ml 

• Product prices 

• Product images  

Important: To be able to be sold on the Oliveti website your extra virgin olive oil 

must have passed the EVOO  ‘Free Fatty Acid’ and ‘Peroxide Value’ test from an 

approved Laboratory – just as it needs to be to be entered in our Oliveti Awards 

judging. This is the Customer guarantee the EVOO is to an “Acceptable Standard”. 

If you are interested in extending your sales channel by participating in our Online 

Shopping Cart, please email me – Murray Thoms treasurer@oliveti.co.nz 

confirming your interest and any questions you may have. Mobile 021 990608 

 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
mailto:treasurer@oliveti.co.nz
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TO TEST OR NOT, AND IF YES – WHERE? 
Of course, every olive oil producer thinks their trees are producing a magical 
mystical EVOO, which may be so, but nevertheless, if we are labelling our oil as 

EVOO and marketing it as such, then it is imperative to have laboratory 
documentation of the oil meeting the International Olive Council criteria for 

stating that the oil is EVOO. In addition, if one wishes to enter their EVOO in a 

national or regional Olive oil awards competition it is obligatory to have the Free 

Fatty Acid (FFA) and Peroxide Value (PV) accompany the submitted sample(s). 

How do we do this and where can we get our oil assayed?  
The two essential assays to meet the IOC criteria are the FFA and the PVV values: 

• Free Fatty Acid % (FFA) must be below 0.5 % (for the Oliveti competition) 
• Peroxide Value (PV) must be below 15 mEq/Kg of Olive oil (for the Oliveti 

competition) 

The FFA and PV results will reflect both the condition of the Olives on arrival at the 

press house and the degree of oxidation of the subsequent oil, dependent to a 
degree on the time lapse between harvest and pressing. In addition, oxidation is 

accelerated by exposure to light and temp., ie oil storage conditions. The cooler 
the temperature the less oxidation and in fact, the closer to zero Centigrade the 

better. 

It has now been globally recognized that the many health benefits of EVOO, such 

as: Improved lipid profile and other cardio-vascular benefits; anti-inflammatory 

Highlights from Olives New Zealand 2021 Grove Census 

The 2021 harvest year was a good year for the majority of New Zealand 

groves, with harvest tonnage up on the previous two years. Some groves 

harvested wonderful crops, 30-40kgs from Picual and 25-28kg from 

Koroneiki. The national average has increased to 10.93kg per tree, up from 

10kg in the past. 

Best cropping varieties for Auckland were J5 and for Northland – Koroneiki. 

Oil yield percentage in 2021 was fairly similar in most regions to 2020, 

except for Marlborough and Waiheke Island which were up. The national 

average was 13.84% compared with 14.43% in 2020. 

The intensity spread based on Polyphenols (PPs) for 2021 had only one oil 

as Mild (<150mg/kilogram), 86% Medium (150 to<300mg/kilogram) and 

13% Intense (>300mg/kilogram). In 2020 this was less than 5% Mild, 41% 

Medium and 54% Intense. So, 2021 was quite a different year from 2020. 

There is a school of thought that PPs will vary according to crop load. That is 

a heavy crop load will result in lower PPs than a lighter crop load. There is 

data to support this line of thought in the Olives NZ Grove Census Reports. 

However, this is an area where more information is required as an 

increasing number of growers focus on higher Polyphenols, no doubt driven 

by consumer awareness that higher Polyphenol oil is purported to have 

higher health benefits. 

For the full report go to: http://www.olivesnz.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-

Grove-Census-Harvest-Data-Report.pdf 

 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
http://www.olivesnz.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-Grove-Census-Harvest-Data-Report.pdf
http://www.olivesnz.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-Grove-Census-Harvest-Data-Report.pdf
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benefits; neuro-protective benefits; antioxidant benefits, etc., are consequent to a 

group of chemicals found in EVOO collectively termed Polyphenols (PPs).  

Globally there is an increasing focus on trying to produce EVOO with higher TPP 

levels - WHY? Well, firstly, as the TPP level goes up so do the health benefits, and 
secondly, high phenolic EVOO (HPEVOO) commands a significant premium in the 

market. This has led to more grower’s obtaining not only FFA and PV assays from 
the lab but also a TPP assay.  Some growers in NZ have already produced 

HPEVOO with TPP counts over 1,000 mg/Kg of oil.  

To my knowledge, Oliveti is the only olive growers association in NZ or Australia 

that now specifically offers awards to growers with TPP level of 250 mg/kg of oil, 

or more. That being the level at which the many health benefits begin to increase. 

Where can I send my oil to be tested? Unfortunately, at this time no labs in 
NZ offer TPP assays and so one must forward their oil to either Australia or 

Athens, Greece.  (See below).  If one wishes to have only the FFA and PV assays 

then the nearest lab is in Taipa: 

Far North Envirolab  

Contact:  Makiko Millichamp  

Email:     maki@tana.to 
Phone:  0204 406 000 

Cost of assays:   $42.00 

If you wish to obtain FFA and PV values plus TPP levels in your EVOO then you 
must send the oil to either Australia or Athens, Greece. In Australia there are two 

Laboratories presently offering TPP assays along with FFA and PV, packaged 
together: 

Dept. Of Primary Industries. 

Olive Oil Testing Service 
Locked Bag 700 

Wagga Wagga, NSW 2650 
Tel:-  61 1300 720 773 

The cost of the assay’s which include FFA, PV, and TPP - NIR Package B is 

AUD$30.56 (plus postage). Olive Oil Sample Submission Form (nsw.gov.au)  

Modern Olives 

151 Broderick Road 

Lara, VIC 3212 
Tel:-  61 3 5272 9570               

Email: info@modernolives.com.au 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
mailto:maki@tana.to
tel:-
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/672464/olive-oil-sample-submission-form.pdf
tel:-
mailto:info@modernolives.com.au
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They also have a package which goes by the name “SHOW” which includes FFA, 

PV, TPP, and UV. Their cost is AUD$35.10 + postage  

We suggest that you initially contact one of the above laboratories for information 

on the sample amount required, submission form to be completed, etc. Oliveti will 

be pleased to assist you if required. 

The other option is to send your oil to the World Olive Center for Health in 
Greece.  Be aware that there are over 30 distinct PPs in EVOO - most are 

relatively minor components of the total PP count but there are four or five PPs 
with contribute most of the health benefits. Unfortunately, the laboratories in 

Australia cannot perform a “Polyphenol profile“ to assay the specific 
concentrations of these major PPs. To obtain a PP profile on your EVOO, one must 

send your oil to Athens. 

World Olive Center for Health 

76 Ymittou Street 
Athens, Greece 11634 

Tel:  +30 2107 010131 
Email: info@worldolivecenter.com 

The cost of the assay is very expensive at NZ$332.00 per sample (or NZ $ 
243.00 if one is a member of this organization). The laboratory is associated with 

the University of Athens and is almost certainly the global gold standard for PP 
profiles.  Should anyone be interested in this service, please contact Oliveti as we 

can assist. Some of us are already active members of the organization and have, 

out of interest, sent samples to Athens - the results are extremely interesting. 

You may also like to know that there is a group of growers in NZ who are 
presently working with the World Olive Center for Health laboratory in Athens with 

a view to being able to get the assay done in NZ in 2022! 

Finally, we do hope that the above information will provide you with a brief 

understanding of why you need to have your EVOO assayed, and where to get it 
done, depending on what you wish to have assayed. Oliveti is more than happy to 

elaborate on any aspect of the above if you may want clarification of an issue or 

simply more detailed information. 

Peter Crelinsten md 

021 1740134 

 

Next Field Day is at SALUMERIA FONTANA near 

Wellsford and features a Olive Gear “Swap-Meet” 

Date to be Determined once Auckland moves to COVID Level 2 

Greg Scopas and Kath Katavich would like to welcome you their 

Olive Farm and Olive Processing facility at 7 Harding Road, Hoteo 

North, Wellsford. 

And interesting day is planned with a walk round the Grove and an 

overview of their Olive Processing plant. This will culminate in a  

Special Growers “Bring and Buy” car Boot Sale so dust off that surplus 

Olive pruning, harvesting and bottling gear and bring it along. 

……More details to follow! 

 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/
tel:-
mailto:info@worldolivecenter.com
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Healthy Soil – Healthy Trees – Bigger Harvest  

An Oliveti initiative 

We started the initial plan late 2018 and you may recall that the motivation 

behind the project was to:- 

a) try to improve crop produce, ie., Kg/tree/year,  

b) try to reduce the degree of tree infection from Peacock Spot, 

Anthracnose, and Cercospora fungi,  

c) try to increase the Polyphenol (PP) concentration in our oils. 

Our aim was to achieve all of the above over a 3-4 year time frame using only 

organically approved products available in NZ. We were convinced that by 

improving soil health ie., bacterial/fungal soil activity, that an enhanced symbiosis 

will be achieved between the soil and the tree root system, effectively increasing 

the effective root zone of each tree, and the ability of the roots to absorb 

increased quantities of soil minerals previously locked up and unavailable for root 

absorption. 

Healthy soil = healthy trees = more healthy leaves on the trees = more 

resistance to diseases & higher polyphenols = bigger crops - more profit and 

better quality EVOO! 

Our approach was to make use of both soil drench solutions (in an attempt to 

enhance the soil microbiome) and foliar spraying (which can make available to 

the trees a variety of trace minerals more quickly than via the soil). As soil health 

improves so does fruit production and the tree's natural immune mechanisms to 

fight those debilitating fungi. A very healthy tree should be able to self-eradicate 

these fungi; (in theory at least). There is ample testing of this in Spain, Portugal & 

Italy that is showing very positive changes and two of the world’s largest olive co-

operatives have already moved in this direction. 

Our goal with this project is also to get rid of all harmful sprays from the Olive 

grove which we know will improve the health of the soil which will undoubtedly 

improve the health of the trees. It is as simple as that and is being proven 

everywhere in the world.  

We planned & purchased the various natural fertilisers for the project and are now 

well down the path of regeneration and in October 2021 the change in the trial 

grove at Opito Bay is quite marked. The owners commenced the plan last year by 

spreading the CalSiMag and ceasing the use of Roundup. The change in these 

trees this last 6 – 12 months has been quite incredible, so much so that the 

owners of the property have generously committed to fully fund the 4-year 

programme themselves. 

Of particular interest will be seeing for 

yourselves, the residual effect of spraying for 

many years with Roundup and how long it 

takes for the grasses etc to come back on the 

bare earth. This alone should scare you!!  

John Bishop and Peter Crelinsten – Project 

Leader 

http://www.oliveti.co.nz/

